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ROUTE SELECTION AND DISTRIBUTION COST
OF EXPRESS DELIVERY – AN URBAN METRO
NETWORK BASED STUDY
ABSTRACT
Route selection and distribution costs of express delivery based on the urban metro network, referred to as
metro express delivery (MeD), is addressed in this study.
Considering the characteristics of express delivery transportation and the complexity of the urban metro network,
three distribution modes of different time periods are proposed and a strict integrated integer linear programming
model is developed to minimize total distribution costs.
To effectively solve the optimal problem, a standard genetic algorithm was improved and designed. Finally, the
Ningbo subway network is used as an example to confirm the practicability and effectiveness of the model and
algorithm. The results show that when the distribution
number of express delivery packages is 1980, the three
different MeD modes can reduce transportation costs by
40.5%, 62.0%, and 59.0%, respectively. The results of
the case analysis will help guide express companies to
collaborate with the urban metro network and choose the
corresponding delivery mode according to the number of
express deliveries required.

KEYWORDS
express delivery; metro network; improved genetic
algorithm; path optimization.

1. INTRODUCTION
The world yearns for “low-carbon life, green
travel,” which has been reflected by more and more
individuals seeking a green travel experience. In recent years, the development of the global logistics
industry has led to the rapid growth of e-commerce
scale. The number of express parcels is continually increasing, resulting in a higher proportion of
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express cargo transportation. According to recent
statistics, China's express delivery business ranks
first in the world and has for four consecutive years
(2015 to 2018), with an average growth rate of
35.33% [1]. With an increasing number of express
parcels, there is an urgent need for green express delivery transport with low costs, large volume, timeliness, and sustainability in modern city operations.
Passenger flow and cargo flow are mutually influential and interdependent in urban transportation
systems [2]. From the perspective of green transportation combined with the characteristics of interconnection, innovation and sharing of innovative logistics [3], passengers and freight in a city are regarded
as a single logistics system to achieve active and
effective urban mobility [4]. In fact, sharing urban
transportation resources and forming a strong coexistence between passengers and goods [5] are also
reflected in the development trends of urban transportation systems [6], confirmed by passenger and
goods transportation at airports [7].
In Sapporo, Japan, a special freight area was set
up in subway cars and freight distribution services
in subways were launched in 2010 [8]. Subsequently, Kyoto Prefecture launched the light rail freight
service in 2011 using the existing light rail vehicles
to deliver goods every morning before the peak of
passenger flow [9]. This service effectively replaced
traditional truck transportation. In New York, modified subway cars are used for the collection and transportation of subway waste [10]. Reece and Marinov
[11] and Brice, et al. [12] suggested the use of the
luggage transportation service from the city center to
283
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Newcastle Airport by metro and proved feasibility
of the new luggage transfer system. Based on this
research, a study conducted by Ghilas, et al. [13]
found that a cargo transportation integrated with a
scheduled line service reduces operating costs of
the service provider, increasing additional income
of the public transportation department. In addition,
in Shanghai, China, “KSUDi”, “East Union Express
Company”, and other small and medium-sized city
express companies have used the metro for express
delivery termed as metro express delivery (MeD).
To further study path selection and distribution
costs of the MeD model, in the study presented
here, three MeD models are proposed including
the single-line-MeD outside operating period, multiple-lines-MeD outside operation period, and single-carriage-MeD during off-peak hours. The first
and second delivery modes are based on an outside
operation period that is also known as off-hour delivery [14]. The off-hour delivery is based on the
fact that most metro-operated cities are relatively
out of service due to insufficient passenger traffic.
Therefore, when metro ends passenger transportation work, extended operation time is used for express delivery transportation. However, to the best
of our knowledge, many cities exhibit lower passenger traffic during off-peak hours, resulting in a
large amount of metro carriage space. Thus, another
MeD mode is to select a metro carriage for express
delivery during off-peak hours. Thus, two types of
MeD and normal truck express delivery modes are
compared in this study to estimate the feasibility of
the MeD model and its ability to improve sustainability. A genetic algorithm is used to determine the
two MeD and distribution modes in terms of cost,
waiting time, feasibility, and sustainability.
Section 2 establishes three MeD models based
on different time periods and Section 3 designs an
effective improved genetic algorithm to solve this.
Section 4 considers the metro network in Ningbo,

China as a practical case, compares and analyzes
this traditional express delivery mode and MeD
modes. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are provided in Section 5.

2. THE MeD PROBLEM
The MeD problem can be described as follows:
In modern cities, the metro network consists of several metro lines, including metro stations and metro
interchange stations. The express delivery of a city
will arrive at a unified logistics park termed as express delivery center. Afterwards, express parcels
are transported by vehicle to a corresponding metro
station. After being transported by metro, parcels are
transported by vehicle to final distribution points,
termed as express delivery stations. As showed in
Figure 1, the first and third stages include short-distance vehicle transportation that is used to connect
the second stage, which is the metro distribution.

2.1 MeD definitions and assumptions
Express delivery vehicles provide specific
on-demand transportation services from an express
delivery center to metro entry stations or from metro
exit stations to express delivery stations in the MeD.
Transportation vehicles in the first and third stages begin transport before the assumed time period.
Both metro lines and train departure schedules are
fixed. The location coordinates of the express delivery center, each metro station and express delivery
stations are all known. Express delivery demands of
delivery stations are known and load capacity of the
transport vehicle is certain.
The ultimate goal of the distribution process is
to minimize overall transportation costs and costs
related to the decision of allocating transportation
vehicles and express delivery numbers.
To model the MeD problem, the following is assumed:

Express delivery
center
Vehicles
Metro
The first stage

Metro
The second stage

Vehicles
Express delivery
stations
The third stage

Figure 1 – Metro express delivery (MeD)
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–– The express delivery center i and the express delivery stations cannot i' exceed a predetermined
number, and the location is known.
–– The express delivery transport demands Q are
known in advance.
–– Express deliveries are transported to the metro
for distribution without waiting for the metro to
enter the station.
–– After the express delivery leaves the express delivery center, it enters the metro system from the
designated metro entry station.
–– Vehicles that have been transported are not needed to return to the express center or metro exit
stations.
–– The total number of vehicles used for transportation is K(K!Z), and K is an integer.
–– The same vehicles are used for MeD and the capacity of each transport vehicle is capv.

–– On the same metro line, the number of express
delivery’s metro entry stations j is equal to the
number of metro exit stations j'.
–– The cost of express delivery from the vehicle to
the metro is included in the cost of metro transportation. The cost of the unit express delivery
for one delivery is Ct.

2.2 Single-line-MeD outside operation
period
Based on the running time of an urban metro,
this article first considers completion of the metro
operation and selects one metro line in the metro
network for express delivery. The specific transportation process is shown in Figure 2. The express
delivery from j to j' is called one metro distribution
line. Based on this, the following supplementary assumptions are proposed:

Decision
variables

Index and parameters

Table 1 – Summary of notations used throughout this manuscript
j=1,2,...,J

For metro entry stations

j'=1,2,...,J'

For metro exit stations

i'=1,2,...,I'

For express delivery stations

v=1,2,...,V'

For vehicles (n!V)

n

Index of vehicles

m=1,2,...,M

For metro

i

Express delivery centers (i=1)

J

Number of metro entry stations

J'

Number of metro exit stations (J'=J)

I'

Number of express delivery stations

V

Number of vehicles

M

Number of the metro

Q

Total amount of the express delivery

Qij

Quantity of express deliveries delivered from i to j

Qjj'

Quantity of express deliveries delivered from j to j'

Qj'i'

Quantity of express deliveries delivered from j' to i'

Cv

Fixed operating cost for one vehicle

Cij

Cost of the per unit express delivery transportation by vehicles from i to j

Cj'i'

Cost of the per unit express delivery transportation by vehicle from j' to i'

Cjj'

Cost of the per unit express delivery transportation by metro from j to j'

Ct

Cost of the unit express delivery for one delivery

capV

Capacity of the transport vehicle

capM

Capacity of the transport metro

xvij
xvi'j'
ymjj'

1 if the transport path (i,j) is served by the vehicle v, 0 otherwise

K

Quantity of the transport vehicles (K!Z)

1 if the transport path (j',i') is served by the vehicle v, 0 otherwise
1 if the transport path (j,j') is served by metro m, 0 otherwise
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Express delivery
center
Vehicles

Vehicles
Metro

Express delivery
stations

Metro

The first stage

The second stage

The third stage

Figure 2 – Single line for MeD

–– Considering the equipment overhaul after the
metro operation, the metro train for express delivery distribution only performs one trip.
–– All express deliveries are classified in the express delivery center based on the terminal express stations.
–– All express deliveries exit from a single metro
exit station and are transported by vehicles to
various express delivery stations.
Next, we build a model step-by-step based on
the three stages of the delivery mode. In the first
stage, the vehicle path and capacity constraints are
as follows:
J

/ x vij = 1

j=1

Q#

i = 1 , v = 1 , 2, f , n

n

/ x vij cap v

i = 1, j = 1, 2, f, J

v=1

(1)
(2)

assigns a unique route for each vehicle
from the express delivery center to the metro entry
station. Equation 2 considers the number of vehicles
in the first stage. Constraint Equations 1 and 2 determine the same route for all vehicles.
In the third stage, the path and capacity constraints of the vehicle are as follows:
Equation 1

J'

I'

//

j' = 1 i' = 1

Q j' i' #

v
x j' i'

=1

V

v = n, n + 1, f, V

/ x vj i cap v
' '

v=n

j ' = 1, 2, f, J ', i ' = 1, 2, f, I '

(3)
(4)

imposes that each vehicle can only
have one unique route from one metro exit station
to one express delivery station in the end delivery.
Equation 4 determines the number of vehicles in the
third stage.
Since the vehicles for transportation in the first
and third stages are independent of one another,
Equation 5 is proposed. The total number of vehicles
in the entire distribution process also needs to be
restrained as in Equation 6.
Equation 3

K$2
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(5)

n

J

J'

V

I'

/ / x vij + / / / x vi j # K

(6)

' '

v=1 j=1

v = n j' = 1 i' = 1

Equation 7 considers the conservation of the express delivery quantity.
J

J

J'

J'

I

/ Q ij = / / Q jj = / / Q j i = Q
'

j=1

' '

j = 1 j' = 1

j' = 1 i' = 1

(7)

i=1

Equations 8 and 9 represent constraints of the second phase regarding the metro distribution.
J

J'

//

j = 1 j' = 1

Q#

m

y jj ' = 1
J'

J

//

j = 1 j' = 1

(8)

m = 1, 2, fM

m

y jj ' cap M = 1

(9)

m = 1, 2, fM

Equation 8 specifies the number of metros used for
express delivery. Equation 9 expresses the metro capacity limit.
The single-line-MeD model consists of two objectives. The first objective describes the distribution cost of the vehicle under consideration (i.e.,
fv1). The second objective indicates the cost of the
metro distribution, i.e., fm1. Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the objective is to minimize
fv1+ fm1. The ﬁrst objective function fv1 is formulated
as follows:
fv1 =

j

J'

n

I'

V

/ / / C ij Q ij x vij + / / / C j i Q j i x vj i + KC v (11)
' '

i=1 j=1 v=1

' '

' '

j' = 1 i' = 1 v = n

In Equation 11, the first item represents total transportation costs of the vehicle. The first part of the
equation includes the sum of total transportation
costs of the unit express delivery from the express
delivery center to the metro entry station. The second part of the equation indicates the sum of total
transportation costs of the unit express delivery
from the metro exit station to the express delivery
station. The third aspect of the equation represents
the fixed operating cost of vehicles.
The second objective function fm1 is formulated
as follows:
fm1 =

J

J'

J

M

J'

/ / / C jj Q jj y mjj + 2C t / / Q jj
'

j = 1 j' = 1 m = 1

'

'

j = 1 j' = 1

'

(12)
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Determination of total costs of metro transportation is as determined by Equation 12. In Equation 12,
the first part of this equation includes the sum of total metro transportation costs, and the second aspect
of the equation includes delivery costs from vehicle
to metro.
Based on the delivery scene of a single metro
line outside the operation period and considering
constraints such as transportation route selection
and distribution costs, single-line-MeD model is
formulated as follows:
Z] ^ Single - line - MeD h min ^ fv1 + fm1 h
]]
]]
]] s.t.
]
[] Equations 1 - 9
]] v v m
]] x ij, x j'i ', y jj ' ! ^ 0, 1 h, i = 1, j ! J, j ' ! J ',
]]] '
i ! I ', v ! V, m ! M
\

(13)

Assumptions and constraints are used to build
the model as indicated:
–– Each express delivery station i' has its own corresponding metro exit station j'. Each metro exit
station j' has its corresponding metro entry station j. Each metro entry station j has one corresponding distribution line from i to j.
Q ij #

Metro

(14)

i = 1, j = 1, 2, f, J

v=1

represent different transport
routes for metro entry stations.

Based on what was previously described, we
proposed an express delivery method for multiple
metro lines outside operating hours. The goal is to
select a more reasonable and feasible distribution
method by comparing the two delivery methods.
This distribution method is described in Figure 3. The
express delivery from the express delivery center is
transported to metro stations by vehicles. Then, the
express delivery can be transported by one or more

Express delivery
center
Vehicles

n

/ x vij cap v

Equation 1 and 16

2.3 Multiple-lines-MeD outside operation
period

The first stage

metro lines through the metro interchange stations.
Finally, deliveries are transported by vehicles to final express stations.
Based on this type of delivery system, this model was modified based on the model established in
the previous section. The multiple metro lines distribution process is described by notations listed in
Table 2.

–– There are metro interchange stations in the metro network. A complete metro network, express
delivery from one metro station to another results in up to two transfers.
J

/ O jj # 2
'

j=1

(15)

j ' = 1, 2, fJ '

–– Due to the number of metro lines for express delivery, constraints have also changed.
J

J

/ O jj # / y jj cap M
'

j=1

'

j=1

Metro
interchange
stations

j ' = 1, 2, fJ '

'

Metro

The second stage

(16)

Vehicles

The third stage

Figure 3 – Multiple-lines-MeD
Table 2 – Notations of the multiple metro lines distribution process
Index and
parameters
Decision
variables

o:1,2,...,O

For the metro interchange stations

Ojj'

Number of the metro interchange stations

CO

Cost of the per unit express delivery transfer through the metro interchange station o

yjj'

1 if express deliveries are transported from j to j' by metro, 0 otherwise
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At this time, fm2 is formulated as follows:
fm2 =

J

J'

/ / Q jj y jj 6C jj + C O ^ O
'

'

'

j = 1 j' = 1

jj '

+ 1 h@

Table 3 – Variables of single-carriage-MeD mode

(17)

Variables

Compared with the single-line-MeD, the multiple-lines-MeD increases transshipment costs of
express delivery at the metro interchange station.
Vehicle delivery costs fv2 are the same as fv1, where
fv2 = fv1.
Therefore, the multiple-lines-MeD model can be
formulated as follows:
]Z] ^ Multiple - lines - MeD h min (fv2 + fm2)
]]
]] s.t.
]
[]
]]] Equations 1, 3 - 7, 14 - 16
]] v v ' ' '
'
' '
'
] x ij, x j i , y jj ! (0, 1), i = 1, j ! J, j ! J , i ! I , v ! V
\

(18)

2.4 Single-carriage-MeD during off-peak
hours

Metro
The first stage

D

Number of metro carriages

Njj'

Number of times for metro transportation

twait

Passenger waiting time for express
delivery loading to the metro carriage

T

Total waiting time for express delivery in
the metro network

CT

Cost of waiting per minute

RS J
V
SS / Q ' WWW
jj
S
WW
J
=1
WW j ' = 1, 2, f, J '
/ N jj' = SSSS jcap
M W
j=1
T
X
J
J
cap
M
/ Q jj' # D / N jj' y jj' j ' = 1, 2, f, J '
j=1
j=1

(19)
(20)

represents the number of times for
metro transportation ([x] represents the smallest
integer greater than x).
–– After the metro stops in the platform, it starts to
load express deliveries. The time spent minus
the normal metro stop time is twait. It takes the
same time to unload the express deliveries.
–– The total waiting time is T. Each time the express transfer is performed, the waiting time is
doubled.
Equation 23

As assumed in subsections 3.2 and 3.3, the MeD
model was constructed and there is no need to consider waiting for the metro to enter the station time,
which is inconsistent with the normal metro operation. In addition to the running time period and the
metro transportable express delivery capacity, the
single-carriage-MeD mode is the same as the multiple-lines-MeD mode, as shown in Figure 4. Therefore, the single-carriage-MeD mode during off-peak
hours is proposed, and the express delivery of the
metro during off-peak hours is established to ensure
that total transportation costs are minimized during
passenger waiting time.
Several variable descriptions are presented in
Table 3 before the model was built.
The model can be optimized by considering the
following assumptions and explanations:
–– Each metro has a total of D carriages, but only
one carriage can load the express delivery and
contains capacity restrictions. At the same time,
the number of times for metro transportation has
also changed.

Express delivery
center
Vehicles

Deﬁnition

T = 2t wait

J

/ N jj y jj ^ O jj + 1 h
'

'

'

j=1

j ' = 1, 2, f, J '

(21)

–– The cost of waiting per minute is CT. CT is equal
to the product of the per capita GDP per minute
and the average number of passengers in the offpeak NP period in the city.
CT =

Per capita GDP
365 $ 24 $ 60 N P

(22)

Express delivery during the operation of the
metro, in addition to the cost of metro transportation, will also consume costs during waiting time
for loading express deliveries. Therefore, the costs
of the metro transportation express delivery fm3 also
changed.

Metro
interchange
stations
The second stage

Metro

Vehicles
The third stage

Figure 4 – Single-carriage-MeD
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fm3 =

J'

/ / Q jj N jj y jj : CDjj
J

'

'

'

+ C O ^ O jj ' + 1 hD + TC T

'

j = 1 j' = 1

(23)

However, vehicle delivery costs have not
changed, fv3= fv2= fv1.
Therefore, the single-carriage-MeD model can
be formulated as follows:
]Z] ^ Single - carriage - MeD h min ^ fv3 + fm3 h
]]
]] s.t.
]
][] Equations 1, 3 - 7, 14 - 16, 19 - 21
]]
]] v v ' '
'
' '
'
] x ij, x j i , y ji ' ! (0, 1), i = 1, j ! J, j ! J , i ! I , v ! V
\

(24)

3. SOLUTION APPROACHES
In this paper, a nonlinear programming model
is constructed and the results based on the gradient
method or commercial optimization solver are not
ideal. Therefore, the genetic algorithm is improved
in terms of node [15] and path selection [16], and
the constructed model is solved.

3.1 Chromosome representation
Considering the three stages of the express delivery process, the corresponding chromosome is divided into three gene fragments and natural number
coding is adopted. Overall, determining the metro
line for express delivery is the top priority of the
transportation process. Binary code was used to express metro entry and exit stations and to decode the
binary code to a decimal code, as shown in Figure 5.
Applying a genetic operator to the chromosome encoded in Figure 6 forms a complete chromosome.
1

0

1

0

0

1

Metro entry stations

0

1

1

0

0

0

Metro exit stations

Binary to decimal code
j:1,...,J

j’:1,...,J’

Metro entry Metro exit
stations
stations

Figure 5 – Chromosome decoding

Since the originally generated chromosomal
code is random, it is possible to generate an invalid
chromosome containing a 0 encoded gene fragment.
To solve this problem, Algorithm 1 was designed
to check each chromosome. In Algorithm 1, gene
fragments that were 0 are represented by A. The z
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 2, 283-296

represents gene fragments with random numbers
evenly distributed between (0, 1). Round the code
in z into a new gene fragment and record it as Z.
Algorithm 1 – The checking procedure
for each chromosome
Step 1: First, judge each chromosome. At the same
time, the chromosome length is recorded as len. If
the codes of the corresponding gene fragment are
all 0, pick out the chromosome (A=zeros(1,len); if
chrom(1:len)=A; x=chrom; stop), go to step 2.
Step 2: A set of uniformly distributed random numbers from 0 to 1 is randomly generated using the rand
function and rounded off. The newly generated 0, 1
code replaces the corresponding gene fragment of
the chromosome selected in step 1 (z=rand(1,len);
Z=round(z)), go to step 3.
Step 3: For i=1:Sizepop; while chroms==A, go to
step 3; if chroms(i)=A, go to step 2; stop. (Sizepop
represents the population size, and chroms represents all chromosomes in the population.)
Step 4: There is no null chromosome in this population, stop.
i
Express
delivery
center

j’:1,...,J’

Ojj’

i’:1,...,I’

Metro entry stations, metro exit
stations, the number
of metro interchange points

Express
delivery
stations

j:1,...,J

Figure 6 – Chromosome composition

In Figure 6, the first gene fragment represents the
first stage, where i indicates the express center. The
second gene segment represents the code of entry
stations (j=1,2,...,J) and exit stations (j'=1,2,...,J') as
well as the number of transfer points required. The
last gene segment represents the final express stations that need to arrive.

3.2 The reverse procedure to determine a
robust solution
As known, standard genetic algorithms have disadvantages of poor local search ability and premature convergence, resulting in a solution result that
is only a local rather than a global optimal solution.
The reverse procedure occurs after the selection, intersection and mutation procedures. It simulates gene order in biological chromosomes and
the application of transgenic technology. There is
a genome that can be visualized where genes are
arranged in reverse order to form different chromo289
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somes. We use this process to reconstruct the gene
segment of the metro into and out of a station. Firstly,
the best chromosome with the most optimal fitness
is screened. Secondly, two positions are randomly
selected on the gene segment of both the entry and
the exit stations in the chromosome to perform reverse operations (as shown in Figure 7). At the end,
the reversed gene fragment replaces the position of
the original gene fragment to form a new chromosome and calculate its fitness. If the fitness of the new
chromosome is more optimal than the original chromosome, the new chromosome is replaced by the
original chromosome in the population. The reverse
procedure is presented in Algorithm 2.
Position 1
1

0

1

0

0

Position 2
1

0

1

Metro entry stations

0

1

1

Metro entry stations

0

0

0

0

0

Metro exit stations

Position 1
1

1

1

Position 2
0

1

0

0

0

Metro exit stations

Figure 7 – Chromosomal reverse procedure

Algorithm 2 – The reversal procedure
Step 1: Set the index of the best chromosome
and best fitness [bestchrom,bestfitness]=Reverse
(chrom,fun), go to step 2.
Step 2: Calculate the fitness of the best chromosome
and record it as the bestfitness, go to step 3.
Step 3: Two positions are randomly selected on the
best chromosome (pos=randsample(1:len,2);
pos=sort(pos);), and the reverse order is performed to form a new chromosome (x=bestchrom; x(pos(1):pos(2))=x(pos(2):-1:pos(1));newchrom=x). Go to step 4.
Step 4: Calculate the fitness of the newchrom and
record it as newfitness, go to step 5.
Step 5: Comparing the fitness of newfitness and
bestfitness, if newfitness is better than bestfiness,
newchrom replaces bestchrom (bestchrom=newchrom;bestfitness=newfitness;), otherwise it remains unchanged, stop.

3.3 An improved genetic algorithm
Other steps and approaches of genetic algorithms
are similar to the standard GA algorithm and interested readers can refer to the related references [17].
The value of each chromosome is proportional to the
290

value of the target function, which is used by the linqpro function in the MATLAB software to solve the
linear programming problem. Specific details are operated based on Algorithm 3 presented below.
Algorithm 3 – The procedure of improved genetic
algorithm
Step 1: Set initial parameters. (Pcross: probability
of crossover; Pmutation: probability of mutation;
Sizepop: population size; Maxgen: algebra requiring
evolution; Lenchrom: chromosome length) Then,
go to step 2.
Step 2: Data acquisition and pre-processing, the distance matrix of the express arrival center, the metro entry and exit stations, the final express stations,
and the information of each metro line and station
are imported. (load ij.mat; load jj'.mat; load j'i'.mat;
load Ojj'.mat;), go to step 3.
Step 3: Initialize Pcross, Pmutation, Sizepop, Maxgen, Lenchrom and other parameters, randomly
generate the first generation population (population=struct('chroms',zeros(sizepop,lenchrom),'fitness',zeros (sizepop, 1));), go to step 4.
Step 4: Use Algorithm 1 to check whether the generated initial population contains invalid chromosomes, go to step 5.
Step 5: Selection procedure. Calculate the fitness of
each updated chromosome, and use the method of
roulette to screen and update the chromosomes in
the population (sumfitness=sum(population.fitness);
prob=population.fitness/sumfitness;index=randsample(1:sizepop,sizepop,'true',prob);), go to step 6.
Step 6: Cross process. The chromosomes in the
population are crossed and updated according
to the crossover probability ‘Pcross’ (r=rand; if
r>Pcross, continue; stop), go to step 7.
Step 7: Mutation procedure. The chromosomes in
the population are mutated and updated according
to the mutation probability ‘Pmutation’ (r=rand; if
r>Pmutation, continue; stop), go to step 7.
Step 8: Reverse procedure. Execution of Algorithm
2, stop. Go to step 8.
Step 9: Select the chromosome with the best fitness
to get the lowest transportation cost and the optimal
route.

4. EMPIRICAL CASE STUDY
4.1 Data selection
The metro network of the Ningbo Urban Rapid
Rail Transit Construction Plan (2013-2020) is used
as example [18] and is presented in Figure 8.
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 2, 283-296
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Metro line 1
Metro line 2
Metro line 3
Metro line 4
Metro line 5

Metro station
Metro interchange
station

Figure 8 – Ningbo metro network schematic diagram

According to the Baidu Map API, the distance between the total express delivery station and the metro
entry stations, the distance between the metro exit stations and the express delivery stations, and the number of stations between each metro entry station and
exit station were obtained. Ningbo rail transit trains
were grouped into 6 carriages containing a maximum
capacity of 2,062 passengers, which corresponded to
1980 express delivery packages, consisting of 330
packages in each metro carriage. The capacity of the
delivery vehicle was 60 packages. The distribution
cost per unit express delivery distance by metro, the
delivery cost for one-time unit express delivery, the
distribution cost per unit distance by vehicles, and the
fixed operation cost of vehicles were 0.1, 0.6, 2 and
30, respectively [19]. Based on the data per capita
GDP and average daily passenger load in Ningbo in
2018, CT was equal to 59.8 yuan per minute. Meanwhile, combined with literature and questionnaire
results, passenger acceptable waiting time twait was
determined to be 2 minutes [20].

4.2 Solution analysis
Since the eastern part of Ningbo City faces the
sea, the airport logistics park was selected as the
express delivery terminal in the west of Ningbo.
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 2, 283-296

In addition, multiple distribution centers were selected in the coastal area of the eastern part of the
city and the locations were evenly distributed. In
Figure 9, 1 represents the express delivery center
termed as airport logistics park, L1-L5 indicates
each metro line, I1-I3 indicates each metro entry
station and O1-O3 represents each metro exit station. Considering the actual situation and the model solution, three metro stations were selected at
the beginning and at the end of each metro line
as the corresponding metro entry and exit stations.
A, B and C are the final express stations including
Jiaochuan Hub, the Global Economic and Trade
Building and the Ningbo International Circuit.
Based on the example data presented and the
improved GA algorithm, the optimal scheme for
vehicles to be delivered separately was calculated
and results of delivery costs were compared with
the metro distribution mode as shown in Table 4. In
this section, the three MeD modes were assigned
as modes 1, 2, and 3 from top to bottom as shown
in Table 4.
As seen from the results presented in Table 4, the
costs of the MeD method were lower than the costs
associated with the traditional vehicle transportation method, and as the number of express deliveries increased, the cost gap became more apparent.
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Figure 9 – A schematic diagram of distribution sites
Table 4 – Comparison of four delivery modes
Delivery method

Total cost (yuan)

Mode 1 (Single-line-MeD outside the operating period)
MeD

98,010

Mode 2 (Multiple-lines-MeD outside the operation period)

62,538.8

Mode 3 (Single-carriage-MeD during the off-peak hours)

67,558.2

Vehicle delivery

164,670

In addition, the lowest total costs of the three MeD
modes were associated with the multiple-lines-MeD
outside the operation period.
Table 5 presents results using an improved genetic algorithm to run the three MeD modes 100
times each. The failure rate in Table 5 indicates the
number of running results above the average value. After many operations, the improved genetic
algorithm designed in this study shows greater
stability in obtaining better results and verifies the
effectiveness of the algorithm presented here.

Table 6 contains information about the delivery
process. Row 2 shows the express delivery route
and the number of times for express delivery to
transfer in the metro network. Row 3 shows the total distance driven by all vehicles when all express
deliveries were completed. As seen in Table 6, the
MeD method greatly reduces vehicle transportation
distance, which not only saves on distribution costs,
but also alleviates traffic congestion. Among the
three MeD modes, modes 2 and 3 require the shortest vehicle delivery distances, followed by mode 1.

Table 5 – Analysis of algorithm running results
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MeD

Best value (yuan)

Worst value (yuan)

Average value (yuan)

Failure rate [%]

Mode 1

98,010.0

98,010.0

98,010.0

0%

Mode 2

62,538.8

65,640.8

63,144.9

12%

Mode 3

67,558.2

69,835.2

68,223.7

16%
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Table 6 – Path comparison of the four delivery modes
MeD

Delivery method

Delivery route
(Transfer times)

Vehicle
delivery

Mode 1

Mode 2

Mode 3

1→L2I1→L2O1→A
(0)

1→L5I2→L5O2→A
(0)

1→L5I2→L5O2→A
(0)

1→A (0)

1→L2I1→L2O1→B
(0)

1→L5I2→L2O1→B
(1)

1→L5I2→L2O1→B
(1)

1→B (0)

1→L2I1→L2O1→C
(0)

1→L5I2→L1O3→C
(1)

1→L5I2→L1O3→C
(1)

1→C (0)

716.1

422.4

422.4

1,364

Delivery distance by vehicles
[km]

In summary, based on the determined transport
vehicle and metro capacity, the optimal delivery
mode is mode 2, which is the multiple-lines-MeD
mode outside the operation period.

4.3 Analysis based on the capacities of
different distribution vehicles
According to the conclusions formulated in the
previous section, the sensitivity analysis of mode 2
was based on different distribution vehicle capacities. Table 7 summarizes the computational results
for the different transport vehicle capacities. Columns 2 and 3 give the total costs of mode 2 and the
total number of distribution vehicles under different
vehicle capacities, respectively. Column 4 shows
the proportion of fully loaded vehicles to the total number of vehicles under different distribution
vehicle capacities. Full-load vehicle rates include
the ratio of fully loaded vehicle number to the total
number of delivered vehicles.

In Table 7, the larger the capacity of the delivery
vehicle, the lower the total costs, and the total number of distribution vehicles is reduced, which is consistent with the actual situation. Due to the capacity
limitations of the distribution vehicle, the capacity of
the delivery vehicle differs and the full-load vehicle
rate also differs. When the distribution vehicle capacity is greater than 60, the total cost reduction is not
obvious and the full utilization rate of the delivery
vehicle is gradually reduced. Therefore, it is not necessary to use a larger-capacity distribution vehicle in
this delivery mode. In the future, multi-model vehicle
distribution can be used to maximize the utilization
of resources and further reduce costs.

4.4 Analysis based on different express
delivery quantities
In this section, Table 8 shows the total distribution costs and metro distribution costs of models 2
and 3 based on different express delivery quantities.

Table 7 – Different vehicle capacities
Distribution vehicle capacity capV

Total cost (yuan)

Total number of distribution vehicles

40

63,588.8

101

96.04%

60

62,538.8

66

100.00%

80

62,118.8

52

92.31%

100

61,788.8

41

90.24%

Full-load vehicle rate

Table 8 – Different express delivery quantities
Mode 2

Mode 3

Total amount of the
express delivery Q

Total cost (yuan)

Cost of metro distribution
(yuan)

Total cost (yuan)

Cost of metro
distribution (yuan)

330

10,456.3

1,670.3

11,289.7

2,503.7

660

20,878.8

3,336.8

22,549.4

5,007.4

990

31,331.3

5,003.3

33,839.1

7,511.1

1,320

41,753.8

6,669.8

45,098.8

10,014.8

1,650

52,206.3

8,336.3

56,388.5

12,518.5

1,980

62,538.8

10,002.8

67,558.2

15,022.2
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Figure 10 – Metro distribution cost of two modes based on different express delivery quantities

According to the results, as the quantity of express
deliveries increases, distribution costs of models 2
and 3 also increase. The differences between the
total distribution costs and the metro distribution
costs of models 2 and 3 were the same, indicating
that the vehicle delivery modes and costs of the two
delivery modes were the same. The differences in
costs of metro distribution lead to differences in the
total distribution costs of the two methods. By comparing the metro distribution costs of modes 2 and
3, the same number of express deliveries is transported, the total costs and metro distribution costs
of mode 2 were always lower than what was observed for mode 3.
To further analyze the metro distribution costs of
the two distribution modes, the metro distribution
cost maps of the two distribution modes were depicted. Since the two delivery modes were deployed
by the maximum quantity of express delivery, they
can be accommodated for the whole metro train, [0,
1980] as the interval for the express delivery quantities, as shown in Figure 10. As observed, with an increase in the quantity of express deliveries, the metro distribution costs of mode 2 show a linear growth
trend, while the metro distribution costs of mode 3
show a periodic step-by-step growth. For mode 3,
the single-carriage-MeD mode and the three final
express stations are adopted so the growth trend is
shown by 330 units of the express delivery in a cycle. In Figure 10, the same number of express deliveries is transported, and the metro distribution costs of
mode 2 are always lower than in mode 3.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
STUDIES
In this paper, we propose a transportation method
of the express delivery based on the urban subway
network termed as metro express delivery (MeD).
Based on the goal of minimizing distribution costs,
the route selection model of MeD was constructed, and genetic algorithms were designed and improved. Taking the metro network in Ningbo as an
example, the distribution model based on different
time periods was considered. While verifying the
effectiveness of the algorithm, the following main
conclusions were formulated:
–– The costs of express delivery parcels for traditional road vehicles are much higher than the
MeD mode. The transportation distance of the
vehicle is greatly reduced when using the metro for express delivery. This indicates that the
express delivery of the metro is feasible, more
economical and more in line with the needs of
urban development.
–– By comparing the three distribution schemes,
multiple metro line distributions are more optimal than single line distributions. From the
perspective of distribution costs, the singleline-MeD mode is optimal, followed by the
multiple-lines-MeD mode, and finally the single-carriage-MeD mode. In addition, different
distribution vehicle capacities also have an impact on transportation costs.
Promet – Traffic&Transportation, Vol. 33, 2021, No. 2, 283-296
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–– Taking Ningbo City as an example, the model
and algorithm were verified and analyzed, and
the distribution of different vehicle capacities
was shown to impact distribution costs. In addition, the same number of express deliveries is
transported, the metro distribution costs of the
multiple-lines-MeD mode is always lower than
single-carriage-MeD mode.
Further studies should focus on several aspects.
First, the space resource utilization rate of transportation means is not considered in the MeD mode.
This step of loading costs requires further in-depth
analyses. Moreover, the work presented here simplifies the express delivery model based on the urban metro net. Effective heuristics to solve the more
realistic MeD model is also a subject of future research. The rapid development of e-commerce has
contributed to the significant growth of express delivery services and the continuous improvement of
service quality. How to explore a new and reasonable distribution mode on the basis of existing resources is worthy of continued in-depth exploration.
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快递的路线选择和配送成本：基于城市地铁网
络的研究

快递；地铁网络；改进的遗传算法；路径优化.
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